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Student
busted for
trafficking
Five pounds of marijuana
mailed to PFf resident
BY JOSEPH LORD

Herald reporter
A student was arrested in Pearce-Ford
Tower's lobby Friday after he received a
package containing 5 pounds of marijuana.
Blake Lovan, a freshman from Old
Hickory, Tenn., has been charged with trafficking 5 or more pounds of marijuana, a class
C felony that carries a penalty of 5 to l Oyears
in prison.
He was released Saturday from Warren
County Regional Jail on a $5,000 surety bond.
Tommy Loving, director of the Bowling
Green-Warren County Drug Task Force, said
the unit is continuing the investigation. The
arrest was made in conjunction with campus
police and a U.S. Postal Inspector. Loving
would not say from where the package was
sent or if the arrest was part of an undercover
investigation.
According to a campus police report, the
package delivered to PFf Friday was
addressed to Lovan.
When contacted in his room yesterday,
Lovan said the package he received Friday
belonged to a friend.
"I didn't know what it was," he said.
Loving wouldn't say whether the friend
was under investigation.
But Lovan said his friend was expecting
the package early last week. His friend would
be out of town and unable to get it, Lovan
said.
The friend asked Lovan to accept the package in his place, he said.
Lovan said his friend called him at noon
Friday from the PFf lobby and told him a
postal worker might have just walked in with
the package.
At that point, Lovan said, he left his room
on the 20th floor and headed to the lobby. He
said he briefly talked with his friend in the
lobby before addressing the postal inspector
about the package.

Edward Linsmier/Herald
Members of the Bowling Green Fire Department ran the 10K race in full gear. Nine firefighters finished the 6.2-mile race in an hour and 17
minutes. The two flags carried are an American flag and an FDNY flag.

Medical Center 10K Classic

A Team Effort:

In an event designed for the
individual, teamwork reigned

..,,.
BY ADAM EADENS

Herald reporter
By the time Peter Kimaru came in sight
of the finish line Saturday, his stride was
different from the one that powered him to
third place position.
That one was gone. Each stride was now
a stagger. His legs had no more to give.
He collapsed.
Kimaru, just a few hundred feet from
where he was supposed to stop, was no
longer running.
"When I saw Pete, the only thing I was
thinking was to pick him up and see if he was
OK," said Jef Scott, a friend and competitor.
"I'm not going to let Pete go through that."

in both legs. I just couldn't finish.
"I was thinking, 'Whether I'm going to
crawl, or whether I'm going to walk or jog,
I have to finish the race."'
Kimaru and the rest of the onlookers on
Big Red Way would never find out if he
would finish on his own.
Scott helped Kimaru to his feet, supported his weight and walked arm-in-arm
with him over the last 20 yards to the finish.
"There was just no way I could have just
run by him, not if he was down," Scott said.
"Pete's the kind of guy, he'd of done the exact

And he didn't.
Scott's action wasn't the only sign of
teamwork at The Medical Center lOK
Classic Saturday. More than 2,200 people
raced about six miles in heat and humidity.
In an event designed for individual competitors, many groups displayed the power
of teamwork. Nine members of the
Bowling Green Fire Department, as well as
18 members of Western's ROTC Ranger
Team, entered and finished the race in their
respective uniforms. The two groups started
and finished the race as a team.

Helping hand
"The race was very good, except for the
last (kilometer)," Kirnaru said. "I cramped

SEE TEAM PAGE

About

2,200
people
raced over
6 miles in
the
Classic's
heat and
humidity
Saturday.

SEE BUSTED PAGE 3
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Lawsuit

Nash suit not dismissed
An attorney
for the
family said
the case

continues
because

Western
hasn't paid
forthe

procedure
yet.

BY MAI HOANG

Herald reporter
Western officials learned Friday that
the family of a 4-year-old girl in need of
a bone marrow transplant may not drop
a lawsuit they filed against the university in August.
The university filed a motion in U.S.
District Court to dismiss the lawsuit
after administrators agreed to cover
medical and travel expenses associated
with the transplant for Presley Nash.
Nash is the daughter of Western employee Staci Nash and Bowling Green city
commission candidate Brian "Slim"
Nash.

But Matthew White, an attorney for
the Nash family, wrote in response to
Westem's motion that the case should
not be dismissed because Western has
not yet devoted any funds to the procedure.
"Currently, the plaintiffs have nothing
more than the defendant's 'word' that
they will pay for their daughter's bone
marrow transplant, which has not yet
occurred," White said in the response.
Western General Counsel Deborah
Wilkins said yesterday that the university has promised in writing that the
SEE NASH PAGE

3

Students walk past a section of a battered sidewalk in front of the Academic Complex
yesterday morning.

: Student Go,vernment

Gazebo money accounted for
BY MOLLY O'CONNOR

Herald reporter
The Student Government Association money
allotted for a gazebo that was never built in 200 l
has been accounted for.
Ross Pruitt, SGA's vice president of finance,
said the $13,000 SGA put toward a gazebo mistakenly went back into the organization's general fund. The money was spent on other things,
including computers for SGA.
Pruitt said past SGA leaders didn't properly
earmark the money, and this year's e~ecutive
council unknowingly spent it on other projects.
Pruitt said SGA's executive council didn't

Rodrick Reidsma/Herald

know it was spending money set aside for a gazebo. Other than the original legislation passed by
the 2001 congress, there wasn't any record of it.
"We didn't follow up on it the way we should
have," he said.
SGA President Jamie Sears said she and Scott
Taylor, former Student Activities and
Organizations director, decided this summer
where the leftover money from last year's budget
- which included the gazebo money - would
be allocated. She said other executive council
members were consulted through e-mail about

Su MDIEY PuE 5

Campus improvement

''It will be more accessible. "

Sidewalks undergoing construction
BY BETH SEWELL

Herald reporter
Students may be finding it a little harder to
navigate their way around campus this semester.
Along with numerous construction projects
underway, sidewalks are being overhauled campus-wide.
The sidewalk repairs are part of an effort by
Western to put $1 million of state grant money
into action by repouring walkways, adding more
signs, replacing elevators and renovating bathrooms.
--

Regents race begins

Civil unrest

On Thursday:

Robert Dietle and Betsy Shoenfelt are candidates to fill Mary Ellen
Miller's regent position. Page 3.

Three Western students took
part in a Civil War re-enactment
outside Bowling Green. Page 7.

The Herald will not appear on
Thursday due to fall break, but
we will return on Tuesday, Oct.8.

The grant money was given to Western in
1995 to assist the university in becoming more
accessible for disabled students, in accordance
with the standards of the Americans with
Disabilities Act passed in 1990.
Huda Melky, Equal Opportunity and ADA
compliance director, said Westem's ADA committee has worked since that time to prioritize
which projects would best improve access on
campus.
SEE SIDEWALKS PAGE 5
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"(Wkuherald.com) is better
than most pro sites out there."
-Andrew Locke, director of
multimedia, MSNBC.com.
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"Red" Mudd, 88, that people
Someone once told ~helb~, true In l 977, when he retired
return home to die. He thinks it s . D.ayton Ohio he returned
t Chrysler JO
'
'
from 26 years of work a .
rth of Bowling G reen. It was
to Shrewsbury, about 30 nules no f h
at 17
·1 he le t ome
·
the land he was raised on unti d his wife Florence, 82, who now
The move brought Mudd an
.
ts as they struggle with
lives in a nursing home, closer to their roo

I

old age.
d ·ct
"Her kidneys aren't too good," Mud_ sai ·
He added that dialysis wasn't an opuon.
ths " Mudd said
"The doctor said it would only add two mon ' .
d f ·
· h0 oked up twice a ay or
b
"It would be too much for her, eJOg
six hours for only two mon ths. "
. . . h twice a day in
Mudd takes extra care of his wife, VISltJOg er
,
the home. He does it because he loves her, but also because he s
paying back an o ld debl.
.
.
"I was born in 1913 and that made me just nght w hen whisky
andbeer came back ,,, s'helby s";d
""' · "Nobody didn' t tell me what
it would do to me, but I found out the hard way. 1 th0 ught I cou_ld
take a fifth of whisky and solve all problems, but 1 fou nd out different."
.
Florence said her husband was an alcoholic when ~he marn ed
him in I 940. He quit drinking 14 years later, on Chn stma,s Day
1954. And she's forgiven the hard-drinking days. It doesn t hurt
that he now spoils her and buys her anything she w_ants.
.
The only time he didn't visit was when he was JO the hospital with pneumonia.
"When I was working at the distillery, she would beg me to
come home sober. But sometimes I'd have to crawl up the
steps," Mudd said. "I don't know how, but she stuck by me, and
that's the reason I'm sticking by her now."

Andreas is a senior photojournalism major from Bowling Green.
Reach him at heraldphotoed@hotmail.com.

►

CrimeBe,ort.s

Arrests

Pearce-Ford Tower, was charged
Friday with trafficking 5 pounds or
more of marijuana. He was released
Saturday from Warren County
Regional Jail on a $5,000 surety
bond.

♦ Michael Dain Cole, Walden
Road, was charged Saturday with
criminal trespassing. He was
released the same day from Warren
County Regional Jail on a $50 cash
bond.
♦ Blake
Alexander
Lovan,

Reports
♦ Thomas

K. Cheatham, Green

Acres, reported Friday a mountain
bike and chain worth $245 stolen
from the Grise Hall bike rack.
♦ Matthew D. Elliott, Southwest
Hall, reported Friday two tail lights
and two tail light covers stolen from
his 1991 Chevrolet S-10 parked on
the seventh floor of the parking
structure.

► Briefs
Three Western football players reported a total of
$195 stolen Wednesday from the home team locker
room in Smith Stadium.
The money was taken from the players' wallets
that were left in the locker room during practice.
Campus police Capt. Eugene Hoofer said police
have no suspects.
Murray freshman Joe Dolchan, a defensive lineman for the Hilltoppers, said he left his wallet in the
locker room at about 3:30 p.m. It wa5 gone when he
returned two hours later. The wallet was later found
in a trash can without the $20 he had left inside.
Two other players, including senior quarterback
Jason Michael, also reported money missing after

Try a 10-pc. order
for just $5.99
with any pizza purchase

♦ Buster H. Ashley, Salisbury
Drive, reported Thursday $25 stolen
from his wallet left in the home team
locker room of Smith Stadium.
♦Jason R. Michael , College
Street, reported Thursday $150
stolen from his wallet left in the
home team locker room of Smith
Stadium.

their wallets were found in the same trash can.
Michael reported $150 stolen from his wallet.
About $825 in cash and property were stolen
from Kentucky State University football players
during their Sept. 7 game against Western.
Hoofer said he did not know if the two incidents
were related.
- Joseph Lord

Football players' money stolen

Tender cuts of
all-white-meat
chicken breast with a
kick ofButTalo flavor
baked right in.

♦ Nicholas
B.
Addington,
Northeast Hall, reported Friday a
tailgate worth $400 stolen from his
1998 Chevrolet S-10 parked on the
fifth floor of the parking structure.
♦Joseph J. Dolchan, Keen Hall,
reported Thursday $20 stolen from
his wallet left in the home team locker room of Smith Stadium.

Western leases land parcel
Western finalized a lease Friday with Backyard
Burger for a parcel of land at Campbell Lane and
Nashville Road.
The lease will help finance the new Western
Kentucky Center for Research and Development at
the old Bowling Green mall.
There is no time line for the restaurant's opening.
- Bryan Snead

Serving West B.G. & WKU:
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2201 Stonehenge Ave.
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♦ Due to a Herald error,
Louisville
sophomore
Jill
Woodall's name was misspelled
in a front page article about a
campus parking forum in the
Sept. 17 issue. The Herald regrets
the error.
♦ Due to a Herald error,
Yvonne Petkus' title was incorre<:tly identified in a front page
~cle about mold of the Sept. 12
issue. Petkus is a full-time,
tenured art professor. The Herald
regrets the error.
♦ Due to a Herald error last
year's schedule for the Shopping
Shuttle was incorrect in a Sept.
24 art!cle on Page 5 about Topper
Transit. The shopping shuttle ran
from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. every
Saturday last year. The Herald
regrets the error.
♦ The College Heights Herald
corrects all confinned errors that
are brought to reporters' or editors' attention. Please call 745601 ~ or 745-5044 to report a correctlon, or e-mail us at herald@wkuherald.com.
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Board of Regents
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<

f

Two faculty members nominated for Board of Regents position
next term for faculty regent, but decided
to run this year because she wanted to
give faculty an alternative when they vote
The search for a new voice for later this month.
Western's faculty has been narrowed to
"I just think it's important that people
two nominees who will seek a three-year have a choice for such an important positerm as faculty regent Oct. 11.
tion to the university," she said.
University Senate president Robert
Dietle said he accepted Bussey's nomDietle and psychology professor Betsy ination because of the position's signifiShoenfelt have been nominated to fill the cance to the Hill.
seat left empty by Mary Ellen Miller,
"It would be a challenge I'd be willing
who has decided not to seek another term to take up at this time," he said.
· on the Board of Regents.
Both said they'd like the Board of
Dietle was nominated for the position Regents to focus more on academics.
· Thursday by history professor Charles
"I'm very concerned about the budget
' Bussey. Shoenfelt nominated herself priorities of the university," Dietle said. "I
Friday via e-mail to Dietle.
feel we need to remind ourselves that our
Shoenfelt said she was originally main mission is academics."
going to wait three more years to seek the
BY JOSEPH LORD

Herald reporter

Shoenfelt agreed.
"Students really come to Western for
the education, so I think it's really important that we maintain the quality of educational programs," she said.
Shoenfelt said while she supports construction and landscaping projects, the
university needs to shine a spotlight on its
academic side.
She'd also like to see increases in faculty pay and benefits.
Dietle said if he wins the bid for faculty regent, he will resign his position as
leader of the senate.
"Whoever is chair of the senate needs
to focus on that," he said. "I don't see
how you would have time to do both."
If Dietle wins, he said senate vice-

chairman Doug Smith could succeed him
as president, or a fellow senate member
could also be chosen by the body to fill
the term.
Smith said he would probably accept
the position ifDietle were elected faculty
regent.
Dietle said the senate's executive
committee, of which he is a member, will
conduct the regent election. He said he
will not take part in the process.
All faculty members who are assistant
professors or above are eligible to vote
later this month. Voters can obtain a ballot by presenting their faculty identification cards to their dean's office on Oct.
11. Voting will take place from 8 a.m. to
4 p.m. that day.

Miller said the election will give faculty the opportunity to elect someone that
will serve as the voice for faculty concerns.
"I really want faculty to tum out and
vote," she said.
At the conclusion of the election, the
votes will be counted by the senate's
executive committee and the result presented to President Gary Ransdell, Dietle
said.
He said Ransdell will be responsible
for announcing the election winner, who
will take office at the regents' meeting in
November.

Reach Joseph Lord at
news@wkuherald.com.

NASH: Lawsuit not dropped

.Student excels at GIS conference

CONTINUED FROM fR GNt PAGE

GIS is a major innovator in using software and
computers to leverage the fundamental principle
of geography - that location is important in peoFour years ago, Louisville graduate student ple's Jives.
Rhonda Pfaff thought she knew the path she wantIt helps farmers grow larger, healthier crops,
. ed to take. She wanted to experience the world of a gives marketers prospects for customers, helps
, television broadcaster.
place new businesses and finds environmental
, With a double major in Government and Mass degradations.
,
: Communications, she was well on her way. But in
The conference is very selective. GIS students
: the fast semester of her sophomore year, her aspi- are chosen according to their experience in GIS
' rations changed. After taking a required general and promise in developing their skills.
· education course in geography, Pfaff found her
Groves believes Pfaff was selected for more
calling.
than just these requirements.
"Everything in this world deals
"Rhonda was selected because of
"Everything
' with geography," she said.
her work in GIS, her initiative," he
' Her newfound appreciation for this world deals
said. "Her resume exceeds those of
the subject led her to more than just
other undergraduates."
a change in her educational path.
The conference, held in July in
, This summer, Pfaff was the only
San Diego, was attended by more
' student from Kentucky to attend the
than 1,100 people.
Louisville graduate student
' prestigious Geographic Information
Pfaff learned how to install net: Systems (GIS) conference. Only 64
work calls through wireless Internet
, students were selected from more
access. The conference also gave
, than 300 applicants across the nation.
her the opportunity to meet the founder and pres: Chris Groves, associate professor of geology ident of GIS, Jack Dangermond.
The Geographic Information Systems confer: and geography, helped initiate Pfaff's interest.
: Groves noticed the former journalism student had a ence also gave Pfaff great career opportunities.
ESR1, the company that created GIS, is sc li.edul. knack for geography.
And he saw what set her apart from other stu- ing an interview with her.
She may not be under television lights any
dents when his research group worked with the
longer,
but Pfaff is well on her way to changing
Fish and Wildlife Service. He said Pfaff's potential
the
world
through geography.
wasn't shown so much in technical skills, but in the
For
more
information on GIS, go to its Web
"aspect of her nature."
"I look at students who are conscientious, cau- site at www.esri.com.
tious and pay attention to details," he said.
When the opportunity came to participate in the Reach Stephanie Toone at
features@wkuheraid.com.
GIS conference, Pfaff didn't hesitate to take it.
BY STEPHANIE TOONE

Herald reporter

in

with geography."

-Rhonda Pfaff

procedure will be covered by the university's selfinsurance plan.
Wtlkins said she sent a letter written by Human
Resources director Tony Glisson to Janice Weiss, an
attorney for the Nash family, stating the university's
intentions.
In the letter, which was directed to Staci Nash,
Presley's mother, Glisson said, ''We have concluded
that the plan is obligated to provide in-network benefits for Presley's proposed procedure."
Weiss could not be reached for comment yesterday. She would not comment on the case last week.
Western attorney John Grise said he received a
letter Thursday from Mark Gray, another attorney
for the Nash family, stating that if Western provides
"additional documentation" of its promised insurance coverage, the lawsuit will be dropped.
"We intend to give them that additional written
confirmation as soon as we find out specifically
what they need in terms of additional written confirmation," Grise said.
Presley Nash's bone marrow transplant will be
performed at the Fairview University Medical
Center in Minneapolis, Minn.
Grise said Monday that Medical Benefits
Administrators, Inc., which runs Western's health
insurance program, notified the hospital in August

that it would cover the procedure - which could
cost as much as $500,000.
Western will pay for the transplant, travel expenses and legal fees from the pending lawsuit, minus a
$1,400 deductible, using funds from the university's
faculty and staff health insurance reserve pool.
Wilkins said the amount paid out of the reserve
pool will play a role in how much of an increase faculty and staff will see next year in insurance premiums.
But Presley Nash's grandmother, Martha
Houchin, chair of health sciences at South Campus,
said the university has been unfair to the family.
"1.s she the only one that's used insurance?"
Houchin asked. "Why is she being singled out?"
Wilkins said although attorneys for the Nash
family have asked for additional documentation, she
said the response states otherwise.
"I think it's clear that they're expecting some
monetary payment from the university's health plan
other than the money they are already getting for
Presley's transplant," Wilkins said.
Houchin said her family is not focused on the
lawsuit.
"The future is uncertain, and Presley is a beautiful child who has undergone terrific pain and will
have a lot of pain to endure in the future," she said.

Reach Mai Hoang at news@wkuherakl.com

BUSTED: Student arrested for drugs
· CON TI NUED FROM FR ONT PAGE

"I said 'That package is for me,"' Lovan said.
According to a press release from the drug
task force, the package Lovan accepted contained
5 pounds of marijuana pressed into four bricks.
Lovan said he was arrested as soon as he
signed for the package. He said he doesn't know

from whom or from where the package was sent.
"I was stupid enough to sign for it," he said.
"I guess I didn't think he'd be mailing 5 pounds
of marijuana."
Lovan said his court date is Oct. 21.

Reach Joseph Lord at news@wkuherald.com.
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$5.99

$9.49

12 pack 12 oz cans

18 pack 12 oz cans

OCT.

1:

2:
3:

Light &
Ice

$9.49
18 pack 12 oz cans

11P~
$4.99
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OCT.

9:

10:

12 pack 12 oz Cans

11:

OCT.
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Jim Beam ~

$10.99
750 ml

$
7.49

Seagram's Gin

Bacardi Rum

$7.99

$9.99

12:
14:
15:
16:
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750 ml
OCT.
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7:
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T
$12.99
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$14.99
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18:
21:
22:

23:
24:

Career Tips from Employers
lmprov at DUC
Wrestling on the Big Screen
Movie: Dune
International Student
Programming
Wrestling on the REDZ TV
Hot Topic: GLBT Issues
Coffeehouse
Passport to Wellness:
Beer Goggles 101
Wrestling on the Big Screen
Movie: Gone with the Wind
Hip Hop Night
Salsa Night
WKU vs Florida International
Disability Family Day
Wrestling on the REDZ TV
Coffeehouse
DUI Simulator
lmprov at DUC
Career lips from Employers
Wrestling on the Big Screen
Movies: Braveheart. Rob Roy
Hip Hop Night
Non-Traditional Student
Appreciation Night
Wrestling on the REDZ TV
Hot Topic: Open Forum
Coffeehouse
lmprov at DUC
Wrestling on the Big Screen
Movies: Lock. Stock & Two

Smoking Barrels & Snatch

5-6pm @ DUC 340*"
7-9pm@ DUC Theatre
7-9pm@ Niteclass
8pm@ REDZ *
7-10pm@ REDZ*
7-10pm REDZ
7-8pm@ DUC 340**
6pm @ Starbucks Booths*
6-7pm @ DUC 226""
7-9pm@ Niteclass
8pm@ REDZ*
9-12pm @ Niteclass
7-11pm@ REDZ*
1-3pm@ REDZ
7-10pm@ REDZ
6pm@ Starbucks Booths*
11 am-5pm @ DUC Lobby*
7-9pm @ DUC Theatre
5-6pm @ DUC 340*"
7-9pm @ Ntteclass
7pm@REDZ*
9-12pm @ Ntteclass
6-9pm@REDZ
7-10pm@REDZ
7-8pm DUC 226
6pm@ Starbucks Booths*
7-9pm@ Ntteclass
7-9pm@ Ntteclass
7pm@REDZ*

9-12pm @ Ntteclass
Hip Hop Night
HOMECOMING
OCT.25-27:
7-11 PM@ REDZ"
HILLOWEEN
25:
WKU vs Indiana State
26:
Wrestling on the REDZ TV
7-10 pm @ REDZ
28:
Scary
Movie
Night
:.
8-1030pm @ REDZ"
30:
9
Billiard
Tourney
4-1
0pm @ REDZ"**
OCT. 31:
Wrestiing on the Big Screen
7-9pm@ Ntteclass
Movie: To Kill a Mockingbird
8pm @ REDZ*
Hip Hop Night
9-12pm @ Ntteclass
***-cosponsored
*-cosponsored by CAB
**-cosponsored by'HRL
. by PHAC
""-cosponsored by Student Health Services
*"-cosponsored by Career SelVIC8S Center

,.

Contact:

TbeOreed
"Congress shall make no law ...
abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press ... "

Editor Caroline Lynch:
editor@wkuherald.com
News editor Rex Hall Jr.:
11ews@wkuherald.co111
Opinion editor Brandy Warre11:
J,era/d@wkuherald.com

OPINION

- First Amendment, U.S. Constitution

-
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Editorial

re 125 000
USA Today reported there we
xt' 10
if 5 In the ne
vacant nursing pos _ion · ted to triple as
years, that number is eatx~ gets older.
the baby boomer gener ,on

Donations ease
nursing crunch
very year, thousands of The Medical Center or people like Isbell
fresh-faced college gradu- recognize the professions that need an
ates head out into the world extra boost and make similar donations.
grabbing up high-paying
Without their financial support,
jobs in technical fields.
shortages will only grow worse. Their
At the same time, other professions, donations will help alleviate the pain.
like nursing, are scrambling to fill their
We commend Western for seeking
ranks.
out donations such as these. We'd also
In August, USA Today reported there like the university to branch out even
were 125,000 vacant nursing positions. more. Nursing isn't the only profession
In the next 10 years, that number is in critical shortage these days. We
expected to triple as the baby boom gen- need more teachers. Elementary,
eration gets older.
middle, high schools and colThe only way to solve this problem is leges are all in need of qualto start planning today. And like every- ified teachers. We also need
thing else, solving the nursing shortage special education teachers.
takes money.
Thanks for getting the
Thankfully, many Western donors nursing program headseem to have their heads in the right ed in the right direcplace. In the past few months, Western's tion, but don't stop
nursing program has received several there.
donations.
While the areas
In May, The Medical Center made a facing shortages
$1.25 million donation that will provide are some of the
at least 17 scholarships during the next most thankless
five years to nursing students. It will also jobs, they are
fund additional faculty hires.
,
also posiRosella Isbell made a $50,000 dona- tions we
tion to the nursing department that will wouldalso provide scholarships.
n't be
Tom Hiles, vice president for able to
Institutional Advancement, put The survive
Medical Center's donation in perspec- without
tive.
Thank
"They know we can provide a ·good you for planning
product with our nursing students," he today.
said. ''The gift is focused on the fact that
they need good nurses, and they know
This
editorial
we can supply them."
represents the majority
As our parents grow older or as we opinion of the Herald's
begin to start our own families, we can JO-member board of stuonly hope that more organzations like dent editors.

E

,.

Construction getting old

,1
'

I•
I

'

spoke on global public health to an
For the past few weeks, you can audience of 200 scattered about in Van
Meter. It's hard to understand why
always count on hearing one noise more faculty and students didn't come,
construction.
I appreciate that Western is con- as her topic is arguably one of the most
pressing global (and) national issues
structing new buildings and renovating
we face and will face in the 21st centudorms to make them more up-to-date. I
ry.
have no problem with that, but when
Obviously moved by a sense of
they started tearing up sidewalks
urgency, Garrett travels around the
because they "had a few cracks here
country and world speaking at some of
and there," as two construction workthe most prestigious (and not so well
ers put it, I started to get a little upset.
known) institutions. Her itinerary is
I understand if the sidewalk is out
exhaustive ... Garrett speaks eloquentof level so many inches and someone
ly, and despite the intellectual rigor,
trips, they may sue Western. However,
with amazing clarity and accessibility.
the portion of the sidewalks being torn
Maybe our intellectual community
up were not out of level. If Western is
was too tired (last Tuesday) night. Too
going to fix something with cracks in
many papers to grade. Maybe we feel
it, they should take a look at the we're already culturally enhanced.
Creason Lot.
Maybe the publicity efforts are to
Walking through Creason, especial- blame - the posters blanketing the
ly at night, I have tripped over uneven hill not evocative enough.
pavement and fallen in potholes. I, like
Maybe the Herald's tiny blurb at the
many others, have twisted my ankle end of the paper caught too few eyes.
and struggled walking up the Hill for Maybe conflicting events kept others
about a week after falling in one of away. Maybe public forums have gone
these potholes. But I didn't complain. I the way of the dinosaurs - after all,
thought Western was at least planning we are all at the world's digital fingeron fixing the problem soon. Then tips.
another portion of the sidewalk was
I can't help but wonder, though,
torn up.
why someone whose topic crosses so
All I ask of Western is to get off our many populations and disciplines drew
sidewalks and do something construc- such a paltry audience. Where were
tive.
our 1,000 journalism students? Public
Jeremy Spors
Health?
Nursing?
International
Georgetown freshman
Programs? Women's Studies?
If faculty are too busy to attend a
major
universiry event, whose examFaculty, students apathetic
ple should our students follow? Our
again
intellectual climate is what we make of
On Sept. 24, I attended one of the it, and grading papers and addressing
most powerful public lectures I've our students within the classroom are
ever heard at Western.
normal fare. What we don't get every
... Laurie Garrett, the first in this day, and what happened last night, is
year's Cultural Enhancement Series, the kind of public airing of ideas that

Th•

II
in f!,JtOre

ease

the shortage

lights fires in the minds of young and equality." Blacks will eradicate the
old, degreed and seeking, cohser'vatlve ' NAACP when every exclusively white
and liberal - the kind of publio form, · country club starts admitting blacks,
in other words, that crosses all our var- every white separatist group is gone,
iegated turfs and makes us a communi- racial slurs are no longer used, etc.
ty that might be willing to listen and
Don't worry Mr. Cummins, there is a
learn and reflect and grow.
group of "oppressed" heterosexual white
Jane Olmsted
males, just like you! They are the KKK.
English Associate Professor
Ryan Dearbone
Womens Studies director
Paducah sophomore

Whites not discriminated
against
(This letter is in response to Zac
Cummins' Sept. 26 letter "Britt was
right.")
... Heterosexual white males are the
CONTROLLING FACTION in this
country, so how can they be discriminated against? I am sorry that you feel
White America is overly sensitive to
blacks but maybe they are just showing common courtesy and respect.
There are strictly black fraternities
and sororities just like the white students have. But in recent years, both
the black and white Greek organizations have opened their doors to people
of different color.
Black history has never been forced
on anyone (Don't believe me? Check
out American history books). But we
refuse to downplay the importance we
have in this world.
Mr. Cummins, do you really think
one television station dedicated to
blacks (which is frequently watched by
white teens) and a few scholarships
can compare to 400 years of physical,
mental and emotional abuse that our
ancestors suffered and we deal with
everyday? (Ever heard of racial profiling?)
You mentioned that we should abolish the NAACP so we can attain "true

a lot more often. The guy gives a nod of
"Wassup?" and then revs his engine,
screaming off down Big Red Way as
loud as his 4 cylinder engine can whine
or 8 cylinder engine can thunder. He's
thinking, "Wow, she noticed me and my
cool car." You're thinking, "Why do
guys do that? It's so annoying!"
Just one of many reasons why people
rev their engines: to get attention.
Needless to say, it usually works
because everyone walking down the
street is wondering what big buffoon is
passing through now.
Not only is it unimpressive, it
increases the wear on the engine, tires
and transmission, and for most college
students, a car in decent shape is critical.
Get a clue, drivers: we don't care
how loud your engine is. Just shut up
and drive ...
Joshua Woleben
Paducah freshman

Stop revving engines
You're walking down Big Red Way
on your way to class in the afternoon
when a loud roar interrupts your thought
of ''Did I finish my homework for my
next class?" Your head turns and careening down Big Red Way is a sports car
with an engine reminiscent of a weedeater. The person inside is paying little or
no attention to the people alongside him,
and is probably on a cell phone.
If you're a girl, this probably happens

Letters to the editor policy
The Herald encourages readers
to write letters on topics ofpublic
interest Here are a few guidelines:

Here's how to reach us.

name, phone nuwber, hometown

.• Snail mail can be delivered to
13ditor, College Heights Herald, 122
Garrett Conference Center, Bowling
Green, J:{y. 42101.
♦E-tnai.l: heraid@wkuheraJd.com
♦Fax: 745-2697
. If you have questions, don't }¥.!s1tate to call us at 745-6291.

and classification or title. Without
it, they will not be considered for
puQlication.

edtt

♦ Originality counts, This isn't
class, so please<Jon'tsubmitplagia-

rous material.
♦ Letters shouldn't be tnQre than

250 words.

♦Letters must include your

_Th.e Herald reserves the right to
an letters for style, grammar,
length
and clarity. The Herald does
When we recieve the letter, a
herald reporter wm call you to veri- :: print li~lous letters. Letters
Y not run in every issue due to
fy the letter.
space constraints.
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Whlcltplzra
COAIPIIW . . . .

aetaconbact
wllh Y..falllnl?
Papa John's,

11Pape John..s. I alWays
order Papa John's.·

i prefer Papa John's. I

I

Dol•*IO's,
Pizza Hutor

Quan Lynch-

Sreenu Jasti

II

Dou&taboJs?

;

•

I

'
I

!

L

Evansville, Ind;,
ffl)sflman

just like thelr pizza!
Hyc/el'abtl.d,lndia
graduate student

"Probably Pizza Hot. t
thlnk H's better than the
other ones."
Angel Lagate
Owensboro sophomore

•Papa John's...

even though Pm Hut
has better breadsticka."

Sara Booker
Whlte$Vll/e freshman
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MONEY: Past leaders partly

SIDEWALKS: Changes haVe been slow

responsible for missing funds
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGl

the spending.
The questions surfaced three weeks
ago after a group of SGA members asked
why the gazebo wasn't being built.
The group submitted a petition asking
SGA to account for the end-of-the-year
funds.
The largest missing chunk of money
was for the gazebo. Still unbuilt, SGA
hasn't made any move to set aside more
money for the project.
A financial review committee investigating the problem, established a week
after the questions were raised, will report
its findings to SGA's congress.
Pruitt said current executive council
leaders and leaders from the past two
years, including former presidents Leslie

Page 5

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PA&E

The committee set a goal to have
wheelchair-accessible bathrooms on
at least one floor in every academic
building on campus.
But Melky said the changes have
been slow to come and improving
accessibility on campus has become
a seven-year process that is just now
close to completion.
Construction Management director Ed West said all ADA compliance projects, including sidewalk
construction, should be completed
by year's end.
"The Hill is challenging enough
for students without special needs,"
West said. "That's why we need to
make it even more accessible to our
special needs students."
West said members of the ADA
committee walked through campus

Bedo and Cassie Martin, are all partly
responsible.
"I didn't do my homework," he said.
Taylor said SGA members who passed
the legislation and did not follow up on it
are also responsible.
"I share part of that blame," Taylor
said.
Taylor said SGA's financial review
committee received a copy of SGA's budget outlining spending.
The committee will explain the findings in that budget to congress, Sears said.
Taylor said he thinks the budget debacle will lead to better record keeping by
SGA.
''This has been a good lesson," he said.
Reach Molly O'Connor at
news@wkuherald.com.

earlier this semester to pnontJze
what work needed to be done on the
sidewalks.
Members found many places
where sidewalks were cracked
because of tree roots. There were
also places where the concrete was
uneven.
West said construction workers
are now trying to repair old sidewalks and lay down the new pavement as quickly as possible because
of the temporary strain it puts on
students.
"They are tearing them up and
immediately repouring them," West
said.
Although the completion of
ADA projects has taken longer than
anticipated, Western used the state
grant money to its advantage, Melky said. The funding was originally
intended only for improvements in

academic buildings.
Western was able to make
improvements in other buildings,
repair sidewalks and install electronic doors in Grise Hall and
Downing University Center.
"It's not required by law to have
an automatic door opener," Melky
said. "We put them in becaus~ it
helps out our special needs students,
and those doors can get heavy."
John Osborne, vice president of
Campus Services and Facilities,
said the ADA committee has
worked hard on assessing the
strengths and weaknesses of campus.
"It's messy right now, but when
they get finished it will be more
accessible," Osborne said.
Reach Beth Sewell at
news@wkuherald.com.

Every woman is unique. And, every stage of a woman's life is
different.
The physicians and staff of Women's Health Specialists are
dedicated to caring for the unique healthcare needs of women
throughout their lives, including the active and sometimes
challenging college years.
Women's Health Specialists will work with each young woman
individually to provide her with the health services and information
necessary to tackle all the new experiences associated with college
life. They offer a full spectrum of care from routine exams, such as
annual pap smears and prevention screenings, to discussions on
various birth control options. Obstetrical care for expectant mothers
and surgical procedures for gynecological problems are also
provided if needed.
Women's Health Specialists participates with most major insurance
companies.

Jeffery W. Nemec, MD • Philip N. Priebe, MD
Deborah A. Kasica, MD • Devin G. Trevor, MD

(j(J~ 6 ~ea& 8P~
Located next to The Medical Center

Medical Arts Building • 350 Park Street, Suite 103
Bowling Green, KY 41101 • {170) 781-0075

<Static>
Catherine,
w--<Static>
--' re breaking
up ... !<Static>

<Static>
Did you just say you
want to break up
with me? Now it's
REALLY OVER!
<Static>

Use the Student Telephone Service!

Don't Let Static get you Down.
Home is just a dime away!

(270)745-5466 • (866)237-0007

'
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Student life

Chinese Moon Festival celebrates culture, unity
BY OLGA CRONIN

Herald reporter
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Shaded from the scorching
sun in Lampkin Park, students,
faculty and family members from
many countries crossed cultural
lines and celebrated two traditional Chinese festivals.
Last Saturday, the Chinese
Student and Scholar Association
(CSSA) organized a potluck dinner and cooking competition to
commemorate the Chinese Moon
Festival that was celebrated in
China on Sept. 21 and China
National Day, which takes place
today.
"We' re having one celebration
for two different occasions,"
explained Xiaoyun Li, chair of
the CSSA.
A gentle breeze carried traditional music through the shelter
and twirled a dangling red,
lantern-shaped decoration as
everyone introduced themselves
in English.
·
Smiles were swapped, while
the words "welcome, welcome"
were extended after each introduction.
The Chinese Moon Festival,
also known as the mid-autumn

festival, is celebrated
\
on the 15th moon of
\
the eighth Chinese
lunar month. It does
n't arrive on a fixed
annual date because
the Chinese lunar calendar differs every
year.
Traditionally, different legends are
told to Chinese children about the moon
and why it is celebrated.
Today, these leg- .
ends aren't the focus
of the festivities.
"We would have
heard about them
years ago but now we
celebrate the moon
festival with more
emphasis on family
Edward Linsmier/Herald
unity," Li said.
Roger Yuan, the son of Qian Yuan, inspects a well head at Lampkin
The CSSA organized the event so Park during the Chinese festival held over the weekend.
Chinese students and
ing something that all students
community members and their seas," Li said.
should be encouraged to learn Zeng
Qiting,
a
sophomore
friends could have their own famcultural
awareness.
from
China,
was
glad
that
she
had
ily-like reunion, although they are
"If you isolate yourself, you
fellow-Chinese
friends
around
far from home.
will always be isolated," he said.
"We're like a family over- her to celebrate the occa~ion.
"Of course that's better," "This is a globalized world.
What's America? It's a melting
Qiting said. "It's like home."
Missing the celebrations at pot. People shouldn't stay within
home did not evoke a bout of Chinatown, Hispanictown or any
' . .,.,.,li! homesickness in Qiting because other town."
Shiva Ayalasomayajula, a
she likes the experience of living
graduate student from India,
in another country.
Attendants sampled dishes came to the celebrations after his
and wrote down their vote for the friend Jun Dou, a graduate student from China, invited him. He
"Excellent Cook Award."
While
satisfying
their brought a different flavor to the
appetites, friends and family sat meal with a traditional Indian
and chatted. Some knew each dish.
"It's totally hot. But it's supother already, while otl1ers just
posed to be like that. You're supmet.
Library Associate Professor posed to eat that with rice,"
Haiwang Yuan described China Ayalasomayajula said to Dou
National Day as something simi- who continued eating it, without
lar to the Fourth of July in the rice.
After tallying all the votes, it
America.
was
announced, with much
It marks the establishment of
the communist-ruled People's applause and laughter, that
Bowling Green senior Josh
Republic Of China in 1949.
Yuan was delighted to see stu- Dickerson won the Excellent
dents from different parts of the Cook Award for his tofu dish.
world come together and mix
Reach Olga Cronin at feawith each other.
He said the group was realiz- tures@wkuherald.com.

Free French
manicure with a
full set or filling.
1559 31-W By Pass
Plaza Shopping Center
Mon-Sat Sam-7pm
Closed Sunday
842-8807

1111,, 1111s from E1111a,11s
'

Get the latest information
from employers on landing
the job of your dreams and
keeping it!

Siunature
Beerotthe
Week:

SAMUEL
ftl)AMS

BAIER STREET
CCIBIJBCCK our (Q)1[JJR. WlBJBllY
SlF>lBCCrrAIL.S 11~

sundav
$1.50 Domestic Bottles
ALLNIGHf!

ONLYBAROPENTIL 2a.m!!!

Talk with the experts who
want to help you succeed.

Mondav
Monday Night Football
50¢ drafts 25¢ wings

Tuesdav
NO Cover with WKU ID!
$2 Domestic Pitchers

Wednesdav
Ladies Night! No cover for the Ladies!
Ladies also get 50¢ drafts and $1 wells

Thursdav
ent-A..car
Health Corp.
Is

Both sesions
are from
5-6 PM
in DUC 340!
This is part of the "HELPIN(tvou MAKE THE' CONNECTION"
series sponsored by the Career Services Center and the

Downing University Center.

Check out our bartenders in
BIKINIS! $1 drafts and
$3 Red-headed Shots from 10-til-close

Frid av
GREEK NIGI-IT! !!
Fraternity with most members 9 p.m.12 a.m. get $1 pitchers ti1 2 am.
*must be wearing letters

Saturdav
$3 Red Bull and
$3 Red-headed Shots all night!

1265 COLLEGE STREET • 196-4001

www.bakerbovsbar.com
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B0Mes
Bursting in Air:
By JAy LIVELY

Herald reporter
Clothed in a red and bl k
dress, Frankfort senior R ac antebellum
held her ears and os_emary Swain
Confederate soldier Pulle~~:;~ as a
C~on fire shook the groundpe.
Taking orders from a su . .
dier reloaded th
penor, the sole cannon and
another round.
prepared for
Confederate and Union ldi
tinued exchanging fire and s~o r:irs conmands o~ Saturday at the
comDay at Riverview in Hobson G g story
Dressed in Civil War garb rove.
..c
, men and
women peuormed re-enactrn
a typical Civil W:
en_ts of what
looked like.
ar battle might have

ui~ Jt

S_w~ l~ked on with others la i
soldier s wives and daught
. P Y ng
1d
ers, Just as a
a y spectator might have done at the the
first Battle of Bull Run.
'"!ms. is a really special day here ,,
Swam said as gunshots fired. "This is the
firs~ re-~nactrnent we've had here in a
while. It s a pretty big deal."
A volunteer at Riverview, Swain was
one of three Western students who
worked at the 'Brother Against Brother Kentucky During the Civil War' re-enactment.
Bowling Green senior Gary Strain is a
weekend manager at the "Hobson
~ou~" and gave museum tours of the
histonc homestead as part of the day's
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An up-close look at a local
Civil War re-enactment

activities.
''We've had a pretty good turnout here
today," he said. ''People want to seek out
their heritage. We're such a diverse group
of people. We identify ourselves with
American history, especially the Civil
War."
Hobson Grove never actually saw
combat during the war although it is an
official site of the Civil War Discovery
Trail. The farmhouse was a strategic
location, perched on a hill overlooking
the once bustling Barren River.
Museum Director Susan Reddick said
the site was an appropriate venue for the
re-enactment.
"Riverview has family Civil War history and site Civil War history," she said.
''Two of the Hobson sons fought for the
Union. William, the eldest son was the
youngest colonel on record in the Union

Army.
"Atwood Hobson's wife, Julia, came
from a staunch Confederate family. Her
brothers and nephews fought for the confederacy. Hence the title for the event 'Brother against Brother.' Kentucky was
split down the middle."
Construction of the mansion was
interrupted in 1861 when the Confederate
army entered Bowling Green and
declared it the new capital of Kentucky.
Despite owner Atwood Hobson being
a Union supporter, the house was spared
by Confederate soldiers and used as an

Story Time

artillery depot.
''When the Confederate
soldiers
moved
into
Bowling Green in 1861, the
Hobson family abandoned
the partly-built home,"
Reddick
said.
"The
Confederate army put a
temporary roof on it and
stored ammunition for the
surrounding forts,"
After the war, the mansion was eventually completed by I872.
A slide presentation by
geography and geology
Jenny Sei•cik/Herahl
professor Michael Trapasso Loulsvllle residents Gaye Clark, right, and Linda Turner begin to reload a cannon ~
on Kentucky history during during the Civil War re-enactment Saturday afternoon at Hobson Grove, Ky. Clark ha~
-'
the Civil War was given participated in re-enactments for 32 years.
;
before the afternoon battle.
Pistols and swords on
you won' t learn from it," Peters said. "All up, really enjoying themselves. It's A
guard, soldiers in blue coats and grey of this area is rich in Civil War history. good way to get the communit~
coats set aside their differences for lunch It's deep in our memory and our culture. involved."
~
as volunteers served up barbecued pork
"I feel like I was born 140 years too
Union soldier Rick Gorrell, of
and Kentucky Burgoo with an apple or late. I'm more comfortable in these Nashville, said he has experienced deja
peach turnover for dessert.
clothes than I am in the suit I was in ear- vu quite a few times during re-enact!
After the meal, Confederate soldiers lier."
ments.
~
manned their cannons while Union calKadie Patterson, a senior from
"You really feel like you've beeo
varymen lined up their horses. The ritual Smyrna, Tenn., workoo the event as part there," Gorrell said. "I love sitting in th,
captured the disciplined nature of combat of her internship at Riverview and said it camp with everybody. You're out there
before the turn of the century.
was a good way to raise money for main- smelling the smoke. It's family here. It's
Confederate soldier Wayne Peters, of taining the historic site.
all about the camaraderie."
·
Lexington, said Civil War re-enactments
i•
"It's just fun being able to be a part of
are a good way to keep history alive.
something like this," Patterson said. "It's Reach Lay lively at
"If you don't remember your history, neat being around all the people dressed features@wkuherald.com.

.

....,..

...

"College is like total freedom. "

Carter's story: Away from home and loving it
BY BETH SEWELL

Herald reporter
Homesick is one word Robert Carter
has taken out of his vocabulary. The
Gallatin, Tenn. freshman has been having
the time of his life in Bowling Green and
can't remember what his life was like
before Western.
"I haven't been home in a month," he
said. "College is like total freedom, no
curfews, no guidelines and no one telling
you what to do."
The summer before Carter came to
the Hill, he was itching to get out of his
small-town surroundings. While working
as a lifeguard, Carter spent most of his
days listening to the women in his town

gossip about the same people and the
same events. It was enough to drive him
crazy.
Moving to Bowling Green opened
him up to a fresh set of faces and a town
where no one knew his business.
"I love Bowling Green," Carter said.
"It's so much bigger and there's just more
to do here. I can't even begin to imagine
how many people I've met."
One person he didn't have to meet
was his roommate, who has been his best
friend since fourth grade. Carter said having your best friend with you when you
make the transition from high school to
college comes in handy.
"I figured out pretty quickly that college is a balancing act between studying

WHAT'S YOUR STORY?

Robert Carter
and partying," he said. "We kind of help
each other balance and make sure there's
more studying than partying, or at

least equal."
Carter and his roommate chose to add
a new part of life to the balance when
they decided to pledge the same fraternity. Carter chose to join because he wanted to get involved in campus activities
and most of all he wanted something to
do on the weekends.
"Everyone I've talked to who isn't in
a fraternity doesn't do anything," Carter
said. "I wanted to know what was going
on during the weekends and get involved
in stuff."
Carter said the life of a Kappa Alpha
Order pledge isn't as bad as some think.
He only has to spend 10 weeks as a
pledge and there is no hazing.
"I was worried at first, but they've

really cracked down on hazing lately s6
it's not bad," he said.
:
Carter spends the majority of hit
weekends in Bowling Green, but thi~
weekend he's finally going home t(>
Gallatin to watch the homecoming fooi;.
ball game at his old high school. He's
looking forward to seeing his family.
"I miss home, but I don't miss
Gallatin," Carter said. "Whenever I g~
home I get homesick for Bowlin;
Green."
~
Each week, Beth picks a random per'r
son from the student directory and ca/l's
them to ask "Whats Your Story?" Her
series nms every Tuesday. Beth can bf
reached atfeatures@wkuheral.d.com. ;

Understand the World
FOR AS LITTLE AS 35 CENTS ADAY
(That's more than 50% off the regular price!)

The New York Times Electronic Edition
An exact digital replica of the printed paper
■ Do keyword searches on any subject
■

:

Stay on top of the world, the nation, the arts, jobs,
business, sports and more

■ Move through pages, sections, skim headlines, zoom in
■ Easy and convenient: download as early as 4:30 a.m. E.T.,

read offline whenever, wherever you want

expect the world•
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TEAM: Firefighters, ROTC run race in full gear
0

l'IUED FROM FROIIT PAGE

same thing for me."
Scott and Kimaru, who finished together for fourth and fifth
place, respectively, were two of
the four Western alumni to finish
m the top five.
The four, including Rob
Pritchett and James Scott, ran
together through three and a half
miles into the race before they
began vying for position. Pritchett finished second and James
Scott third.
"l got lucky. l had a good run,
and I think others suffered a bit,"
Pritchett said. "We all come from
a good program."
Western's women alumni also
Andreas Fuhrmann/Herald
had a strong showing. Alumna Peter Klmaru struggles to his feet during
Christma Wells won the event for the last stretch of the race Saturday.
the third straight year.
"H's always nice to run here in
That's what it's all about."
Bowling Green," she said. "A lot of my fondest
The firefighters wore "343"
memories are of college here."
on the front of their helmets,
Michelle Scott, assistant coach of Westem's representing the 343 firefighters
women's cross country team, finished third.
lost at the World Trade Center a
year ago.
"We thought we'd do someWhile Kimaru's finish was the first dramatthing to commemorate our
ic scene of the day, it wasn't the
brothers that died
only
example of teamwork.
up in New York,"
Members of the fire department
said Capt.
Roy
Fielder Williams Strain/Herald
·helped carry their partner's equipSims, a 16-year Bowling Green residents Jef Scott, right, helps Peter Kimaru during the last few feet of The Medical
ment during a portion of the race.
member
of the Center 10K Classic Saturday. Kimaru was in third place when he collapsed.
· The group wore full fire fighting
department.
"We
stayed
gear with the exception of the liners
had
one
or
two
hurtfrom their fire suits. They also wore
those guys (in New York)."
to cover ten kilometers as a group. Each
ing a little bit. We just kind of
athletic shoes instead of boots, but
member ran in head-to-toe camouflage,
stayed back and helped each other Tune-up
did wear helmets and air tanks,
including face paint, and carried their fullyout."
bringing the total weight of the uniEighteen members of Western's ROTC loaded
packs, which weigh around 40
The group also carried an Ranger Team completed the race as a group.
form to almost 40 pounds.
pounds each, just as they will have to do at
American and a New York Fire They used The Medical Center I OK as a prac"These guys carried my bottle the
the competition.
last two miles," Captain Bob
Department flag during the race.
tice for their Third Brigade Ranger Challenge
Sanborn said. "Nine guys started
"We didn't do it for ourselves," competition in late October.
Reach Adam Eadens at
with nine bottles and nine finished.
Sanborn added. "We did it for
At that competition, the last event will be f eatures@wkuhera/d.com.

To commemorate

"We had one or

two hurting a
little bit. We just
~nd of
back and
helped each
other out."

-RoySims,
BGFD captain

►

WKUJ Career
Expo 2002
Tuesday, October 22, 2002
1 pm until 5 pm
Come to the Carroll Knicely Conference Center (South Campus) where a
lot of businesses will be seeking staff for their own organization, staffing
agencies, and representatives from graduate and professional schools.
Parking is easy or ride the shuttle! Look for more information coming in
the Herald or visit Career Services online.

West End Church of Christ
invites you to join their fall lesson series.
Does God answer my prayers?
Is God listening to me?
Can I talk to God?

•

out to
the lost

Re a Ch I n g
Bui Id i ngup the
Working saved

September 29 - October 4
Sunday 9 am and 6 pm
Monday-Friday 7 pm

Old Morgantown Road
Bowling Green, Ky 42101
(270) 842-7880
Check us out on the web!
www.westendchurch.com

821

together to
get
to heaven
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S,orts Brief

Kidd to retire
Roy Kidd, the 39-year head
football coach at Eastern Kentucky, announced he will retire
after this season, ending a legendaty career.
Kidd won two Division I-AA
national championships, the sec-

ond of which was the culmi nation
of a 13-0 season. He also tallied
two national runners-up titles, 16
Ohio Valley Conference championships and 17 I-AA playoff
appearances.
Kidd was twice named the IAA Coach of the Year, selected
IO times as OVC Coach of the
Year and was elected to a term
as president of the Ame,ican

Football Coaches Association.
Kidd's 310 victories put him
in seventh place on the all-time
win list among all college
coaches, Division I-A and I-AA.
He ranks third in wins at one
school.
"I'm looking forward to
retirement," Kidd said. "I know
that I'm ready."
- Bruce Simmons
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ROLLING: Freshmen lead comeback TACKLED: Tops run on stingy
CONTINUED FROM BACK PAGE

game 30-28.
kill. A timeout from LouisianaThe second game looked Lo be Lafayette coach Becky Madden couldanother barn burner before Western n't delay the inevitable, as Western
went on a late 7-0 run to capture it 30- made quick work of the Ragin' Cajuns,
22 and tie the match at a game apiece.
taking the fifth game 15-8.
The Lady Toppers carried their
And while a bit sloppy, the Lady
momentum into the third game, build- Toppers will take the win.
''Travis always said when we win
ing a strong lead at 17-14. Then the
Cajuns came raging back.
games that we don't play good is when
Lou1·s1·ana-Lafayette responded w1'th we show our true colors as a team,"
"We just came out really really a run of its own to steal Game Three, sophomore outside hitter Amanda Cecil
unfocused," Hudson said. "I
we the lead in the match and the momen- said.
Color them undefeated in the conwere ready to play We h d
tum.
were rested. Tuer~ isn't ~ energy. We
With their backs against the wall, the ference.
just don't think
Y excuse. I freshmen took over.
Western returns to action Friday at
plan."
we followed the game
Towler and Wagner provided the Preston Center, where it will try Lo
Louisiana-Lafayette's lead bal- numerous crushing spikes that sparked extend their 17-game home winning
looned t0 21 1
a blowout in the fourth game. Western streak and unblemished Sun Belt mark
· d th - 4 before a 7-o u,
vvestem dropped the Ragin' Cajuns 30-20 to · against Arkansas State at 7 p.m.
ru~ tie
e sc?r~ at 2 1. After trading force a deciding fifth game.
th
pomts, e Ragin Cajuns put the Lady
In the fifth, the Lady Toppers ran out Reach Michael Casagrande at sports
Toppers away, and claimed the filISt
, - - - - - - - - . : . .=..:::._:to::_:a~l~0-~5~1.:'.ead, punctuated by a Wagner @wkuherald.com.
court since Oct 15 2000
Lady Toppers feil 3-2
' when the
In Fnd
.
.
to Denver.
C .
ay rught's match, the Ragin'
aJuns came out bl · •
game, taking the · azmg m lhe f1ISt
h
air out of an excited
··
. ome d crowd. Lou1s1ana-Lafayette
Jtim~e~outtso anfr early lead_, prompting two
0m a
noticeably agitated
Hudson.

think

defense, but MSU scores at will

only om: }ard closer to the end zone. That
meant another field goal and a moral vicseason, where the Toppers left a 24-14 win tory for tl1c McNcesc defen-;e.
by stomping on the Penguin logo.
But there wctc positives for Western.
But Saturday, Sams wa~ the real differSenior running back Jon FrJJ.ier had 68
ence. While scoring his two touchdowns, yards rushing to lead a Western attack that
he collected a school-record 3 I6 all-pur- combinL·d for 170 yards on the ground
pose yards. IL didn't help that, on the other against a team that allowed an average of
end, Western's offense sputtered.
37 rushing yards through three games.
"Seems like the same old thing, not finRather than dwell on the loss, which
ishing drives," Michael said. "We've just didn't hun We~tem's conference standing,
got to settle in and come together as an Harbaugh preferred to look to next week.
offense."
"We're going to Northern Iowa," he
The worst example came on the said. "It's a loss. You've got to play the
Toppers' third chance of the second half.
next game."
After junior strong safety Brian Lowder
The Toppers resume Gateway
returned his first career interception to the Confereni:e play when they take on UNI at
Cowboys' 11-yard line, Western took over 4:05 p.m. Saturday in Cedar Falls, Iowa.
with 4: 13 left in the third quarter.
A little more than two minutes and three Reach K('lf/t Fa mer at sports@wkulteroffensive plays later, the Toppers were ald.com
CONTINUED FROM BACK PAGE

BEST: Selig
pleased

END OF SUMMER SAVINGS!
99MERCURY
VILLIAGER

98HYUNDAI
SONATA

IOHONDA
CMC

4DR.,
LOW MILE

V6,AUT037K

4DR., AUTO,

$12,987

$12,497

$6,950

$11,987

$259/MO

STK#U02-07

STK#U02047

STK#U0l -l06A

STK#U0l -106A

STK#H02-594

99 ISUZU
RODEO

OOCHRYSLER
LHS

99CHEVY
S-10

99TOYOTA
qAHOMA

STEPSIDE.,
AUTO

4WD,REG.

01

~PICIAl PURCIW~ ON
2002 GRAND
AM'S
2002 MALIBU'S
$12,987
OR 259* MO.

MITSUBISffl

GALANT
ES.,
LOW MILES

LOWMI

MILES

2

BLAZER

01 DODGE
RAM

CAB

4X4
WW MI4DR.,

EXT CAB VS.
AUTO

$ 17,987

4X4.,AUTO
V6

26K MILES
LEATHER
SUNROOF

$14,987

$12,497

$8,950

$12,987

$19,987

STK#U02-060

STK#U02-080

STK#U02-037A

STKl/lJ02-037A

STK#UOI I06A

STK#U02-02A

beginning to recognize that problem in the system. He prefers to
look :1t the number of students
who graduate after they have
exhaus;ted their athletic eligibility
- those who do not transfer or
leave early for a pro career.
In the 2002 study, 77 percent
of athletes who finished their eligibility at Western graduated.
"We lose a number of people
all the time that will graduate
from another institution, but they
will fail to appear on anyone's
graduation rates," Selig said. "It's
the wor..t-case scenario of graduation rates.''
Selig also said many Western
teams have cumulative GPAs
over 3.0. But his department is
still trying to improve, adding
two evening study hall sessions a
week this year for athletes.
Reach J. Michael Moore at
sports@wkuherald.com_

SPRING BREAK

FOR RENT

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
110% Best Prices! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida,
Texas. Book Now & Receive
Free Parties & Meals. Campus
Reps Wanted! 1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

...................

HELP WANTED

Close to campus I bdrm. apt.
$275-$300 month. Lease and
deposit required 846-2397.

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15-$125 and
more per survey!
www.dollars4opinions.com

...................

*** ACT NOW!

Guarantee
the best spring break prices!
South Padre, Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Acapulco,
Florida & Mardigras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps
Needed, EARN$$$.
Group Discounts for 6+.
1-888-THINKSUN
(1-888-844-6478 dept 2626) I
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

!WKU ARE YOU GOING?
GO DIRECT! WHOLESALE
Spring Break packages!
Lowest group
rates
guaranteed!
Early Specials! Spring Break
www.springbreakDIRECT.com
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 days
1-800-367-1252
$299! Include Meals, Parties!
Awesome Beaches, Nightlife!
Spring Break 2003 with STS
Departs From Florida!
America's # I Student Tour
Get Group- Go Free!!
Operator. Sell Trips,
springbreaktravel.com
earn cash, Travel Free!
1-800-678-6386
Information/ Reservations
1-800-648-4849 or
Early Spring Break Specials!
www.ststravel.com
Cancun & Jamaica From
$429! Free Breakfast, _Di~ners
& Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Group Leaders
FOR RENT
Free! Florida
Vacations from $1 491
•••••••••••••••••••
springbreaktraveJ.com
FREE UTILITIES!! &
1-800-678-6386
Minutes to campus. New
carpet, private laundry,
th
SPRING BREAK '03 wi
huge pool. I bdrm $459;
StudentCity.com! Air, Hotel,
2 bdrm $549 all utilities
FREE FOOD & DRINKS
included. Call now 781-5471.
and 150% Lowest
Price Guarantee!
Only one 4 bdrm left!
REPS WANTED!
Adjacent to campus.
Eam 2 FREE TRIPS,
All appliances including
VIP treatment & cash! .
washer & dryer. CALL
Call 1-800-293-1445 or email
SIMS REALTY. 842-7919.
sales@studentcity.com!

---

·····••···········•

---

- ---

... ...

...................

...................

...................

3 bdrm. at St. James Apts.
l 133 Chestnut, some utilities
paid, $575/mo.781-8307

•••••••••••••••••••
Home for Rent. Clean, neat
& freshly painted. 3 bdrm., 1
1/2 bath, laundry room,
equipped kitchen. Ce~tral
heat & air. Carpet & window
treatment. Approx. I mi. from
campus. $265 per stude~t +
deposit. References required.
No pets. Call 791-3551.

...................

•••••••••••••••••••
Great deal 2 bdrm. apt.
$350/mo. Lease and deposit
required 846-2397.

...................

3 bdrm., l bath $675/mo.
810 Meredith Dr.
Close to campus. 320-5334

...................

Close to W.K.U. Big 1 bdrm.
$350/mo. + deposit & some
utilities. 796-7949

...................

•••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••
Bartending Trainees
needed. $250/day
potential. Local positions
1-800-293-3985 ext 214.

...................

Local Property
Management Company
seeking part-time receptionist
Tues.-Thurs. 9-1 plus every other
Saturday. Apply in person @
908 Broadway Ave.
No phone calls.

...................

MISC

...................
NEED GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS? Go to
WWW.CARDGALLERY.COM
or call 1-800-428-3479

•••••••••••••••••••

Fl)R SALE
•••••••••••••••••••
$49,000 will buy this mobile
business. Nice rental units.
5-2 bdrm, 1-3 bdrm & 1-1
bdrm. Call 843-2101 before
8 pm or 202-0597.

•••••••••••••••••••

HELP WANTEl)
••••••••••••••••••
Haunted Cave: Every Friday,
Saturday & Sunday night in
October. $6/hr. Apply in person
at Lost River Cave
2818 Nashville Rd.

...................

Bartenders needed. No
experience necessary. Earn up
to $300 a day. Call
1-866-291-1884 ext.232.

•••••••••••••••••••
5-Star Express: Delivery
Driver Needed. Flexible
Schedule. No uniforms!
Call 843-9900.

...................

' - Lifeskills, Inc.

HELP WANTED
Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our programs

make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising da1es are

filling quickly, so get with the program! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at fi888J 923-3238, or visit

www.campus undra1ser,com

FedEx is hiring!
Preload Shift:
3:30AM - 8:30AM
Tues - Sat.
$7.25 per/hr to start
Apply in person.
Applications will be accepted from
12-4 Monday - Thursday

Respite Provider
Lifeskills is seeking caring,
competent and fun persons
to assist individuals with
developmental disabilities.
Primary duties will include
helping individuals with pursuing their interests in the
community, and providing
supervision and care in your
home, the community, or at
the home of the individual.
Providing transportation
using a personal vehicle will
be required. Hours arc flexible, but mainly evenings and
weekends will be required.
Interested persons must
complete required trainings,
be at least 18 years of age
and possess a valid driver's
license and insurance.

Help Wanted
01ild M,oc,oq Catto'
BARREN RIVER AREA

Volunteers needed!
The Barren River Area Child
Advocacy Center is looking for
caring, enthusiastic adults to
become volunteers at the Center.
The 2002 Fall Volunteer Training
schedule begins Wednesday,
October 16, 2002. All applicants
must complete a pre-training
interview before completing the
training. so please call the Center
today to register. This is a great
opportunity to get involved and
make a difference in your
community. Call (270)783-43S7
for more information

Need males &
females to earn
$100 to $150 per
week refereeing
Jr. High & JV
basketball.

We Train!
1st meeting Sun.,
Sept. 29 @ 2 p.m.
Warren East High School

Call Phil Burkeen 781-9176

For more infonnation

please contact
Michelle Timbrook
at (270)842-2274

Get a Job.
Look in the Classified
section of the Herald!

Contact:
• Western'sfootball team ranfor
170 yards against McNeese State
- who had allowed an average
ofjust 37 yards a game coming
in - and still lost.

Sports editor Kyle Tucker:
sports@wkuherald.com
Photo editor Andreas Fuhrmann:
photo@wkuherald.com
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Athletics Department

Athletes post best
grad rate in 13 years
BY J. MICHAEL MOORE

Herald reporter

H. Rick Mach/Herald
Western senior quarterback Jason Michael scores a touchdown from one yard out on a fourth down in the second quarter of Saturday's game against McNeese State. Michael rushed for 30 yards and passed for 60 in Western's 38-13 loss.

Toppers tackled at McNeese St.
They were just a better team."
Junior linebacker Erik Dandy said the
missed tackles were minor mistakes, and that
LAKE CHARLES, La. - So much for it boiled down to which team performed.
tropical stonn Isidore raining on Western's
"They made some plays, and we didupset hopes against McNeese State.
•
n't," Dandy said. "It just didn't fall our
The Cowboys handled the Hilltoppers
way tonight."
on their own.
Harbaugh was impressed by the No.
Starting with a 23-yard touchdown
2 I-AA team in the country. And he
pass to junior wide receiver B.J. Sams
added the difference between this year
and ending with a 59-yard punt return
and last is like night and day. Last year,
by Sams, the Cowboys scored almost
Western shut out McNeese 21-0 in
at will in a convincing 38-13 win ...,.,r, Smith Stadium. That was the Cowboys'
before 16,840 fans.
W AU last regular season loss.
Missed tackles that have plagued
"They wanted to demonstrate they
Western much of the season stayed with the weren't going to be shut out again," Harbaugh
said.
team this weekend.
And with that demonstration came emo"We just couldn't compete," head coach
Jack Harbaugh said. "It was just one of those tion. Several personal foul penalties came
losses where I never felt we were in control. when players didn't stop at the blow of the
BY KEITH FARNER

Herald reporter

IISU

13

More Western athletes are finishing what they started - at
least in the classroom - according to a recent report released by
the NCAA.
Western graduated 57 percent
of its student athletes in the past
six years, a rate two points above
the national average. The statistics are based on athletes at
Division I schools who began
their college career in 1995-96
and graduated within six years.
It is Western's highest rate
since 1983-84, when 62 percent
of Hilltopper athletes left with
degrees.
''We feel that this kind of mirrors the athletic success that we're
having on the field and on the
floor," Athletics director Wood
Selig said. "I think the two are
very compatible. I think they definitely go hand-in-hand."
The Topper baseball program
led the way, posting a graduation
rate of 80 percent, just ahead of

women's basketball with 75 percent.
"I wish I could take credit for
it " coach Joel Murrie said. "I am
e~tremely proud. We go into
homes, and we tell perspective
players that in four years they will
leave Western with a diploma in
one hand and a professional contract in the other."
Murrie mentioned former
Hilltopper
pitcher
Ryan
Bicondoa, who, in a matter of
seven days in May, graduated,
was named to All-Sun Belt and
All-America teams and signed a
contract with the New York
Yankees.
But Murrie, a veteran college
coach, stressed that the true level
of his players' academic ability is
not reflected in the report.
The NCAA doesn't take into
account players who leave school
early to start a professional career,
even if their degree programs are
nearly finished.
Selig said the NCAA is
SEE BEST PAGE 9

whistle.
It all started just before kickoff.
As warm up drills were ending, the
Toppers (2-3) gathered at midfield and almost
completely covered the Cowboy logo while
gathering steam for game time. The Cowboys
(4-0) didn't like it, and officials struggled to
keep Western on its side of the field.
It didn't stop when the clock started. At the
final whistle, the teams had combined for 17
penalties.
But Dandy said he knew it was coming.
"We knew they were going to cheap-shot
us because they did it last year," he said. ''We
knew it was going to be a rhysical game."
Senior quarterback Jason Michael said it
was the most hostile environment the Toppers
had played in since Youngstown State last
SEE TACKLED PAGE 9

Tops split two at home, await conference gauntlet
BY DANNY
SCHOENBAECHLER

Herald reporter

Sang-Hyuck Park/Herald
Freshman midfielder Richard Mupfudze struggles for the
ball against Lipscomb midfielder Markus Zobec during the
second half of Western's 4-2 win over the Bisons Sunday.

Without the help of its defensive leader, Western (6-3-1) battled back from a halftime deficit
to grab a 4-2 win Sunday.
Despite playing without junior
sweeper Ron Piute, the men's
soccer team came back from
down 2-1 at the half against
David Lipscomb (1-8-1) at home.
Junior midfielder David
Babula put away the equalizer in
the 59th minute after freshman
Ritchie Mupfudze flicked a Scott
DeGaris throw-in across the box.
The game stayed tied until
freshman forward Jason Dugas
put away his fourth goal of the
season off a feed from Babula.
"I think David Babula played
great," Western coach David
Holmes said. "He came in and
played great in the middle."
Sophomore forward Edis
Kavozovic added his second
career goal in the 89th minute to
seal the win - a refresher after
Saturday's disappointing loss.
Piute sat out Sunday because
he hyper-extended his knee in a
4-0 loss to Memphis Saturday.
The date of his return is uncertain.
"It shouldn't be anything too

serious," Piute said. "I think I'll
be ready either this weekend or
next weekend."
In his absence, DeGaris
dropped back from his normal
stopper position and shared
sweeper duties with freshman
Brian Kline, making his first start.
Holmes also experimented
with his midfield, moving usual
interior midfielders Mupfudze
and freshman Jacob Isenhour to
the outside in the second half.
"We're still feeling things
around," Holmes said. "We're
still awfully young."
The Toppers will now tum
their attention to the Missouri
Valley Conference schedule.
Eastern Illinois will come to
Bowling Green on Friday night.
Then Western hits a stretch
that will be critical to its hopes for
a postseason berth. Four of the
Toppers' next five opponents are
nationally ranked. Western hosts
No. 12 Bradley on Sunday.
"We've still got a lot to learn
before we get into the conference," senior captain Ben
Buerger said.
They'll have to learn fast.

Reach Danny Schoenbaechler at
sports@wkuherald.com

Sang-Hyuck Park/Herald
Sophomore hitter Amanda Schiff gives an autograph to Maggie
Griffiths, 8, of Bowling Green, after a 3-2 win over UL-Lafayette.

Volleyball

Lady Tops rolling after
17th straight home win
BY MICHAEL
CASAGRANDE

Herald reporter
Volleyball coach Travis
Hudson has been raving all season about the potential of his
three freshmen.
Friday night, it was the freshman duo of Crystal Towler and
Jessie Wagner that put the team
on their backs and carried the
Lady Toppers (16-4) to a cornefrom-behind win over a spirited
Louisiana-Lafayette team.
Western battled back from
down 2- l to squeak out a fivegame win over the Ragin' Cajuns
in Preston Health and Activities
Center.

''They are going to be special
players here," Hudson said. ''The
good news for Western fans is,
with a year of practice, they will
be a lot better. And that's exciting
news."
Towler led the team with a
career-high 19 kills and a .593
hitting percentage. Wagner, who
didn't take up volleyball until she
was 15, recorded 15 kills of her
own.
The win improved the Lady
Toppers to 2-0 in the Sun Belt
Conference and extended their
home winning streak to 17.
Western hasn't lost on its home
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